ABSTRACT UAV-swarm cooperative situation perception consensus (SPC), a core part of swarm cooperative situation awareness (SA) consensus, directly influences whether a swarm could gain information superiority under complex mission environments. The related studies of evaluation indices and methods for UAV swarm cooperative SPC are not sufficient and are not very suitable for complex mission environments, e.g., battlefield or combat simulation environment, this paper systematically analyzes the connotation of swarm cooperative SPC, establishes the evaluation indices via information quality evaluation theory and proposes evaluation method of swarm cooperative SPC based on three-parameter interval number and Heronian mean (HM) operator. The proposed method includes developing a new method to represent multi-time evaluation indices by three-parameter interval number, proposing a variable weight strategy to obtain index weight and aggregating index information by three-parameter interval number weighted HM operator. The simulation results show that the established evaluation attributes can reasonably analyze the swarm cooperative SPC and the proposed approach can effectively deal with the uncertainty of situation information, the HM operator is superior to multiplicative synthesis in representing the correlations among attributes, compared to the evaluation method based on combined weights, the proposed approach has a better performance in the discrimination, which is more beneficial to the comparison of swarm cooperative SPC in different conditions. INDEX TERMS UAV swarm, situation awareness, situation perception consensus, three-parameter interval number, Heronian mean operator.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the increasing complexity and antagonism of mission environment, the superiorities of UAV swarm are becoming more and more obvious, especially in the military field. The UAV swarm autonomous cooperative decision and control is the crux of the UAV swarm cooperative engagement, which includes swarm cooperative mission planning [1] , trajectory planning [2] , formation control [3] , situation awareness (SA) [4] - [7] , etc. The UAV swarm cooperative SA, including cooperative target detection, identification, situation comprehension, etc., is the basis of the swarm cooperative decision and control.
Based on Endsley's SA three-level model [8] , including situation perception, comprehension and prediction, the problem of swarm cooperative SA consensus are how to describe and realize the consensus among UAV swarm during the process of cooperative SA. More specifically, based on UAV individual SA, which involves attribute and state information of the detected enemy targets, other UAVs' state, environment information, etc., the swarm is required to mitigate the adverse effects of information uncertainty, caused by the antagonistic environment, through multi-level situation information interaction and to form accordant cognition of the relevant situation of targets or missions for subsequent consistent decision [9] - [11] . In this process, the problems about formation, measurement and evaluation of consensus among UAVs are the contents of swarm cooperative SA consensus, which may involve multiple mission subdomains, such as the information domain, the cognitive domain and the social domain. Swarm cooperative SA consensus at information field level represents the consensus between the situation information obtained by UAV swarm and the actual situation information, corresponding to the situation perception of Endsley's SA three-level model, which can be named as swarm cooperative situation perception consensus (SPC). The SPC is an important condition to gain information superiority and even decision-making superiority when the swarm implements cooperative reconnaissance, cooperative tracking and related missions. Obtaining higher SPC in swarm cooperative engagement or combat simulation is the basic guarantee to gain information superiority and make effective decision. Thus, the relative size of SPC for a swarm can reflect the potentiality to complete specific missions. Based on the SPC in certain evaluation periods, a swarm can choose corresponding combat plan and analyze the key factors which affect operation. So scientific and effective evaluation and analysis of swarm cooperative SPC are necessary.
The evaluation indices and method of SPC should conform to the characteristics of swarm cooperative engagement and the complex mission environment, especially the uncertainty of situation information caused by sensors performance, antagonistic environment, communication delay, etc.
The evaluation method of swarm cooperative SPC can refer to evaluation methods of SA system, which can be divided by combat subdomains, such as evaluation method based on information quality (IQ) in information field [12] - [15] , evaluation method based on perceiving information ability in information field [16] , analysis methods of individuals or system in cognition field [17] and complex network methods [18] , etc. Among these methods, the IQ evaluation method studies the results of system acquiring information without paying attention to the process and studies system performance based on multi-index synthetic modeling, which is suitable for swarm cooperative SPC. The performance of the blackboard system was evaluated by the IQ evaluation method in [12] . The authors of [13] studied the tendency rules of different members in the evaluation of IQ with heuristic rules and differential judgment method. On the basis of IQ evaluation theory, a method of measuring the information superiority was given in [15] via set distance. However, they just considered from the targets or information completeness, correctness and timeliness in these studies, which were not sufficient for the analysis of swarm cooperative engagement. Thus, after deeply analysis of the characteristics and requirements of swarm cooperative engagement, we can establish the evaluation indices of SPC based on IQ evaluation theory.
Meanwhile, considering from the information uncertainty, the reasonable representation of attribute value, the determination of attributes weights and the information aggregating method of evaluation attributes should be concerned. More specifically, the traditional attribute representation form is static and one-sided, i.e. only studying the attributes of a single time in the form of real numbers; it is difficult to reasonably determine the attribute weights, i.e. lacking of the effective disposal of the subjectivity and the objectivity [19] . Moreover, the evaluation attributes are usually relevant, whereas the traditional information aggregating methods, e.g. addition synthesis, multiplication synthesis, cannot express the correlation among attributes well.
In sum, the related studies of evaluation indices and methods for UAV swarm cooperative SPC are not sufficient, are not entirely in line with the characteristics of swarm cooperative engagement and are not very suitable for complex mission environments. In order to solve those problems, the evaluation indices based on IQ evaluation theory and evaluation method based on three-parameter interval number [20] and Heronian mean (HM) operator [21] , [22] for UAV swarm cooperative SPC are developed in this paper. The main contributions of this study are:
(1) Based on characteristics of swarm cooperative engagement and IQ evaluation theory, the connotation of swarm cooperative SPC and its evaluation indices model are analyzed and established. (2) Considering the uncertainty of multi-time situation information, a new form to represent multi-time evaluation attributes by three-parameter interval number is proposed. (3) In view of the rationality of weights setting, i.e. in order to better take into account the subjectivity and objectivity, we propose a variable weight strategy based on group analytic hierarchy process (GAHP) [23] and three-parameter interval number. (4) In consideration of the correlations among evaluation indices, we propose the three-parameter interval number weighted HM (TPINWHM) operator to aggregate evaluation indices information.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II analyzes the connation of swarm cooperative SPC, gives some application scenarios of SPC and establishes the evaluation indices from six aspects based on IQ evaluation theory. The evaluation method of swarm cooperative SPC based on three-parameter interval number and HM operator is proposed in Section III. Section IV describes the simulation scenario and demonstrates the practicality and effectiveness of the proposed method. Finally, conclusions and future work are described in Section V.
II. ANALYSIS OF SWARM COOPERATIVE SPC AND EVALUATION INDICES MODELING A. ANALYSIS OF SPC
The UAV swarm is function distributed, which will realize the transformation of combat mode from multi-function centralized on large single platform to function distributed on small multi-platforms [24] . That is, for a specific mission, the UAV swarm is usually a large heterogeneous swarm consist-ing of some smaller homogenous swarms whose quantity depends on the degree of the function distribution and whose payload may include one or many sensors, e.g. the U.S. LOCUST Project. Without loss of generality, this paper mainly studies the SPC of homogeneous UAV swarm, whereas the SPC of heterogeneous UAV swarm can be obtained by the fusion of SPC of its smaller homogeneous UAV swarms.
The swarm cooperative SPC can be calculated by the average SPC of all UAVs. The process of UAV situation perception is illustrated in Fig. 1 . According to Endsley's SA model, the situation information contains situation perception information, e.g. attributes and states information, situation comprehension information, e.g. targets identification information, etc. Usually, we assume our information (e.g. the state of UAVs) is consistent, focusing on the consensus of situation information of detected enemy targets. Without special explanation, situation information generally refers to situation perception information on enemy targets. In the individual perception stage, each UAV obtains situation information of targets through multi-source sensing data fusion of payload. Due to the uncertainty and incompleteness of individual situation perception information, the UAVs can obtain more complete and reliable situation information through information interaction and fusion among UAV swarm.
B. APPLICATION SCENARIOS OF SPC
The swarm cooperative SPC directly reflects the extent to which swarm obtain actual situation information of targets under complex combat (simulation) environment and influences whether a swarm can obtain information superiority and even decision superiority, which could indicate the potentiality of the swarm to complete specific missions. Thus, the SPC can be used as a criteria or guide condition to evaluate the performance of swarm cooperative engagement (e.g. cooperative tracking, cooperative recon-aissance, etc.) or optimize the design of swarm system. Here are some potential application scenarios (mainly considering from the combat simulation environment):
(1) When a swarm implements area target searching, the SPC can be set as object function to optimize cooperative trajectory planning, area covering algorithm or search strategy. For example, when a swarm wants to obtain a higher SPC for effective decision, it should implement compact search formation. 
C. EVALUATION INDICES MODELING
No matter what scenario SPC is applied in, the swarm cooperative situation perception of targets in mission area is the basis. During the swarm cooperative perception or cooperative reconnaissance, it is required to obtain the situation information related to missions and targets as complete, timely and correct as possible. The information sharing of the detected targets is also required. Combined with IQ evaluation theory, the evaluation indices of SPC can be considered from six aspects of completeness, correctness, continuity, timeliness, relevance and sharing extent. Combined with the targets situation in mission area where the UAV swarm should reconnoiter, the evaluation indices are modeled. Assume there are M UAVs in swarm implementing cooperative reconnaissance in a given area. There are K times updating of target situation in evaluation period of SPC and the k-th updating is at t k . The total number of N level targets in the area is O (t k ), each level has 
represents the number of moving targets detected by UAV m. The G mj (t k ) situation characteristics of j-th target are detected by UAV m, which contains Ca m (t k ) continuous attributes, e.g. location, velocity, course angle, and Da m (t k ) discrete attributes, e.g. target type, species, friend or foe attribute. P m ij (t k ) and Q m ij (t k ) represent the j-th perceived continuous attributes information and actual attributes information of i-th target respectively, denoted as
JT m (t k ) is the number of targets with more than one tracks detected by UAV m; N m (t k ) is the tracks obtained by m-th UAV; N mj (t k ) is the number of uncorrelated tracks of pointing to the j-th target obtained by m-th UAV. T j is the duration of the j-th target; T jm is the duration of longest trajectory segment of target j obtained by UAV m. Then, the evaluation indices of SPC from six aspects are established as follows (1) Completeness is the percentage of detected targets to the entire targets in the certain area. The completeness of swarm at t k is expressed as
(2) Correctness is the degree to which the detected targets agree with ground truth, including the correctness of trajectory, the correctness of continuous attributes and the correctness of discrete attributes.
i) Correctness of trajectory is the ratio of false tracks and redundant tracks to the target tracks. The correctness of trajectory based on false track and redundant track at t k are respectively calculated by
The correctness of trajectory of swarm at t k can be expressed as
ii) Correctness of continuous attributes:
The correctness of continuous attributes of swarm at t k is given as
iii) Correctness of discrete attributes: δ m ij (t k ) represents the consensus between the j-th situation characteristic of i-th target and the real situation characteristic, expressed as
The correctness of discrete attributes of swarm at t k is given as
The correctness of swarm at t k is expressed as
(3) Continuity is the ability to get continuous and steady situation, representing the influence of the time variations to the situation consensus. The continuity of swarm at t k is expressed as
(4) Timeliness is the degree to which the time span for information acquisition agrees with mission time requirements. Assume t m jp is the information acquisition delay for p-th characteristic of j-th target; T is the minimum time requirement, when the delay exceeds the updating time of situation or updating time of situation exceeds the minimum time requirement, the timeliness is poor. The timeliness for m-th UAV to get p-th characteristic of j-th target is calculated by
The timeliness of swarm at t k is expressed as
(5) Relevance is the proportion of detected situation characteristics (attributes) of targets that related to the missions. Assume UAV m should execute W sub-tasks, the relevance between the mission of m-th UAV and the i-th situation characteristic of j-th target at t k is calculated by
1, characteristic is related to mission w 0, characteristic is not related to mission w (12) VOLUME 6, 2018
The relevance of swarm at t k is expressed as
(6) Sharing extent is the ratio of number of nodes that shared the situation characteristics of detected targets to the number of nodes that can share these characteristics of detected targets. The sharing extent for m-th UAV to get the i-th characteristic of j-th target at t k is calculated by (14) , as shown at the bottom of the next page.
The sharing extent of swarm at t k is expressed as
In sum, the index models of swarm cooperative SPC are established. In specific scenarios, these evaluation indices can be chosen and be adjusted to satisfy requirements.
III. THE PROPOSED EVALUATION METHOD
Considering the uncertainty of situation information, the relevance of evaluation indices and the reasonable setting of weight, we further propose the evaluation method of swarm cooperative SPC based on three-parameter interval number and HM operator, which includes the construction of decision matrix in the form of three-parameter interval number, variable weight strategy based on GAHP and information aggregation based on HM operator. First of all, the initial evaluation matrix based on the chosen indices is denoted as
where K is the number of situation updating in evaluation period; q is the number of evaluation periods, different swarms or different combat (simulation) conditions, corresponding to the scenarios in section 2.2; C, V , L, T , R, S are chosen indices vector. All indices are in [0, 1] and are benefit type, so the normalization process is unnecessary.
A. CONSTRUCTING EVALUATION MATRIX
Step 1: Remove the mean value of evaluation matrix, expressed as
where E z j is the mean of all j-th index at all K updat-ing moments and j ∈ [1, 6].
Step 2: Carry out nonlinear processing, expressed as
Step 3: Obtain time series weight based on Poisson distribution method with inverse form. The closer to the current moment, the more important the situation information is. The series weight vector η = (η 1 , · · · , η K ) can be obtained by
where η k ≥ 0 and 0 < φ < 2.
Step 4: Construct decision matrix in the form of threeparameter interval number, expressed as
, where
Corresponding sub-matrices can be denoted as
.
Remark 1: x ij is a three-parameter interval number, where x M ij which is called as center of gravity is the largest number of possibility values of x ij .
Remark 2: The operations of removing mean value and nonlinear processing can effectively avoid the bad influence of singular values, i.e. too large or small evaluation value.
B. VARIABLE WEIGHT STRATEGY
The traditional methods of calculating weights are generally divided into three categories, subjective weights method, objective weights method and the combined weights. The combined weight is proved to be more reasonable, but the ratio coefficient is hard to determine. We propose a new variable weight strategy based on GAHP, whose key factor is increasing the index weight of high discrimination and decreasing the weight of low discrimination. The steps are as follows:
Step 1: Obtain the initial weights of evaluation index by GAHP. Assume that there are P experts, the relative importance judgment matrix of evaluation indices given by expert (14) demand, i.e. the rate of error is less than 0.1. Then the initial weights vector calculating equation is
where w i ∈ (0, 1) and
The initial weight could be easily solved by the method of Lagrange multipliers, expressed as
Step 2: Make the evaluation matrix weighted by initial weights as follows
Step 3: Obtain the variable weight vector W through maximizing the degree of dispersion of evaluation value represented by W andX. The degree of dispersion can be described by variance of evaluation value. Compared to the initial weight W , the variable weight W increases the index weight of high discrimination and decreases the index weight of low discrimination. The variable weight equation is expressed as
where var (·) means the variance and
The (21) can be transformed into the (22) of W , express-ed as
where
, and
The variable weight W can be solved by (22) using matrix Eigen-decomposition theory.
Remark 3: The initial weight shows the subjectivity and the variable weight strategy further reflects the objectivity. Compared to the combined weights, the variable weight can provide a better consideration of subjectivity and objectivity without additional ratio coefficients.
C. INFORMATION AGGREGATION
Considering the correlations among indices, the TPINWHM operator is proposed and simplified distance formula and scoring functional ranking method of three-parameter interval numbers are defined.
R be two three-parameter interval numbers, the distance of a and b is defined as
where α 1 and β 1 represent the preference coefficient of the endpoints of interval number.
Definition 3: Let a = a L , a M , a R be a three-parameter interval number, a score function of a can be defined by
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Definition 6: Let a i (i = 1, 2, · · · , n) be a collection of none-gative three-parameter interval numbers, 
then TPINWHM is called three-parameter interval number weighted Heronian mean operator. The aggregating value of TPINWHM operator is also a three-parameter interval number, where
The evaluation indices in form of three-parameter interval number can be aggregated by TPINWHM operator with the variable weights, whose result is the values of SPC in form of three-parameter interval number. Then the cooperative SPC of different conditions or different swarms can be calculated, compared and ranked by score function or distance function.
Remark 4: Although three-parameter interval (grey) number and triangular fuzzy number are mixed in some studies due to the similar representation, their connotations are different. Three-parameter interval number is described by probability distribution, whereas triangular fuzzy number is described by membership function. Therefore, there is a difference between TPINWHM operator and triangular fuzzy number HM operators. Although there are a great deal of HM operators for various fuzzy sets, the multi-parameter interval number HM operators are relatively few.
D. GENERAL PROCESS OF EVALUATION METHOD
The general process of the proposed evaluation method of swarm cooperative SPC is as follows:
(1) Determine the application scenario and choose evaluation indices. The scenarios described in section 2.2 (but not limited to) and corresponding evaluation indices should be chosen. 
IV. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we give a introduction of simulation scenario firstly. Then, the practicality of the proposed method is demonstrated. Finally, the effectiveness and advantages of the proposed method are verified by two groups of contrast tests with the existing methods.
A. INTRODUCTION OF SIMULATION SCENARIOS 1) BACKGROUND
Take the third scenario in Section 2.2 as an example to illustrate the practicality and effectiveness of the proposed method. Suppose there is a UAV swarm containing several homogeneous UAVs, whose mission is detecting the enemy targets in the given area during a given time ranges. The enemy targets contain fixed ground targets and maneuvering targets. The payload ensures UAVs have a certain ability to detect enemy targets and can obtain the target type, target location, target velocity, and other state and attribute information. We need to analyze the influence degree of the antagonistic environment and the damaged UAV on the UAV swarm cooperative reconnaissance. The influence degree could be analyzed by the comparison analysis of UAV swarm cooperative SPC in different simulation conditions where the strength of antagonism and whether UAV was damaged are different. We analyze the UAV swarm cooperative SPC under 4 different simulation conditions or environments, i.e. weak antagonism without damaged UAV environment E 1 , strong antagonism without damaged UAV environment E 2 , weak antagonism with damaged UAV environment E 3 and strong antagonism with damaged UAV environment E 4 .
2) SETTINGS
The UAVs communicate with each other in the form of broadcast. The strength of antagonism can be represented by the number and type of enemy threat sources in environment, which influences the detection ability of UAV system, e.g. radars or jamming sources with different performance are applied. The damage probability of UAVs is set in corresponding conditions. The target situation information obtained by each UAV could be represented by ground truth plus probability error, where different simu-lation environments have different probability error. Except the difference from the strength of antagonism and whether the UAV is damaged or not, other settings are the same, e.g. changes of targets situation, airborne intelligent systems, etc. Although the realization of swarm cooperative recon-aissance should consider the cooperative path planning, formation control, etc., the focus of this paper is cooperative SPC, which pays attention to the detected results not the process. So other simulation setting details are omitted. After repeated simulations, the evaluation indices values of SPC at multiple situation updating time can be obtained in 4 different conditions. All of the evaluation indices values are the mean of repeated simulations. For simplicity, we choose 4 updating times in turn to analyze the performance of proposed method, i.e. Z (t k ) is shown in Table 1 .
B. THE PRACTICALITY OF THE PROPOSED METHOD
(1) The initial evaluation matrix can be obtained from Table 1 , denoted as (2) Firstly, remove the mean value and carry out nonlinear processing. Then construct the decision matrix X. i) Data distribution before and after processing are illustrated in Fig. 2 and Fig.3 respectively.
From the boxplot Fig. 2 and Fig.3 , we can see that the operation of removing mean value and nonlinear processing can mitigate the influence of the singular value, which makes values more centralized and be convenient for subsequent uncertainty processing.
ii) For the formula (18), we set φ = 1.5. Then the time series weight vector η = (0.083, 0.110, 0.220, 0.587). Further the evaluation matrix can be expressed as the equation can be derived, as shown at the bottom of next page.
(3) Obtain the variable weight W by variable weight strategy:
i) Assume there are 3 experts, whose authority vector is ε = (0.15, 0.3, 0.55), making their own judgment on the importance of evaluation indices respectively, as shown in Tables 2-4 . From Tables 2-4, we can calculate that all judged matrix meet the consistency demand and obtain the initial weight vector by formulas (19) and ( (21) and (22), we can obtain the variable weight vector W , denoted as W = (0.4117,0.3257,0.1442,0.0927,0.0199,0.0058) .
(4) The evaluation results may be different for the different parameters p and q by TPINWHM operator. Generally, the greater the values of p and q are, the more emphasized the correlations of index values where we can consider are [26] .
We may adopt some simple values for the simplicity of computation, so we set p = q = Rank the results by calculating the score function, we can obtain that S (E 1 ) > S (E 3 ) > S (E 2 ) > S (E 4 ). The result means the SPC under environment E 1 is the best among 4 simulation environments while that under environment E 4 is the worst, which also conforms to the actual situation.
C. THE SUPERIORITY OF THE HM OPERATOR
The evaluation indices are clearly related, e.g. the completeness is the basis of other indices. The traditional method dealing with the correlations of indices is multiplicative synthesis, denoted as MS. So we compare the result of the TPINWHM operator with the result of the MS. The values of SPA calculated by MS can be expressed as
1) THE RELATIVE SIZES OF SPC
Based on score function, we can obtain the relative sizes of the SPC under 4 different conditions, which are based on variable weight vector and different synthesis methods, as shown in Fig. 4 .
From the Fig. 4 , we can see that the ranking of SPA based on different aggregation methods is the same, i.e. E 1 E 3 E 2 E 4 ; the values of SPC calculated by MS is smaller than that by TPINWHM. In fact, the MS considers the correlations of indices is strongly correlated, similar to the series structure, whereas the correlations of indices considered in HM operator may be complementary, redundant, etc., not limited to the strongly correlated. The HM operators can effectively handle the relationships of indices and give a more reasonable evaluation result [27] .
2) THE CHANGE TRENDS OF SPC WITH THE CHANGE OF EVALUATION INDEX VALUE
We can analyze the trends of SPC with the change of evaluation index value based on different aggregation methods. For simplicity, we choose the part of evaluation sub-matrix X M belonging to E 1 , i.e. the difference of SPC between adjacent two times is show in Fig. 5(a) ; when the first index (the most important one) also changes from 0.4645 to 0.9645 with an increase of 0.1 every time, the difference of SPC between adjacent two times is shown in Fig. 5(b) .
SPC OF CURRENT TIME MINUS SPC OF PREVIOUS TIME
From the Fig. 5 (a) and 5(b), we can see that the differences of SPC between adjacent two times based on MS become smaller with uniform increase of evaluation index value, i.e. with the uniform decrease of evaluation index value, the value of SPC decreases faster, which means the MS is vulnerable to small values. However, the difference of SPC based on TPINWHM approximately stationary varies with the uniform changes of evaluation index values, whose result is more reliable.
3) THE SENSITIVITY TO THE IMPORTANCE OF EVALUATION INDICES
A method which is more sensitive to the importance of evaluation index is more effective. Based on the simulation settings in (2), we can respectively obtain five SPC values with the change of last or first index. The mean discrimination is defined as the average difference among five SPC values. The results of mean discrimination are shown in Fig.6 (a) and Fig. 6(b) respectively.
From the Fig. 6 (a) and 6(b), we can see that the mean discrimination of SPC calculated by MS under the change of the last evaluation index is larger than that calculated by TPINWHM, whereas the result has turned the opposite under the change of the first evaluation index. Moreover, the first index is more important than the last one. The result shows that the MS is not sensitive to the importance of index, whereas the HM operator is sensitive to that, i.e. under the same changing ranges, the mean discrimination caused by more important evaluation index is larger.
D. THE SUPERIORITY OF THE VARIABLE WEIGHT
Compared with the evaluation method based on combined weights, the superiority of the proposed method based on the variable weight is proved. Firstly, the combined weights are calculated by the weighted sum of the subjective and objective weight. The initial weight vector W is the subjective weight vector. The objective weight vector could be calculated by the modified formula (22) , expressed as:
We can obtain the objective weight vector W = (0.2928,0.3255,0.2128,0.1055,0.0540,0.0094) .
The combined weights are expressed as
where α, β ∈ [0, 1] and α + β = 1. Thus, the initial weight vector and objective weight vector satisfy W = W (1, 0) and W = W (0,1) . We denote the TPINWHM operator with different weight vectors are different methods. For convenience, the variable weight is denoted as method 1, and the combined weights vector W (0,1) , W (0.5,0.5) and W (1, 0) are named as method 2 to method 4 successively.
1) THE RELATIVE SIZES OF SPC
Based on score function, the values of SPC calculated by TPINWHM operator with different weights vector are shown in Fig. 7 .
From the Fig.7 , we can see that the ranking of SPC under the 4 different conditions with 4 different methods are the same and the result is E 1 E 3 E 2 E 4 . 
2) THE DISCRIMINATION CALCULATED BY SCORE FUNCTION
Usually, the evaluation method is expected to maximize the discrimination among the alternatives, i.e. maximizing the difference of SPC under 4 different conditions in this paper. We calculate the discrimination by score function and some variables are defined as follows: S (E i ) − S E j is the largest difference of the SPC under 4 different conditions; e 3 is the difference between the SPC under conditions E 1 and E 2 ; e 4 is the difference between the SPC under conditions E 3 and E 4 ; e 5 is the difference between the SPC under conditions E 1 and E 3 ; e 6 is the difference between the SPC under conditions E 2 and E 4 . The results of defined variables about discrimination under different methods are shown in Fig.8 . i) As we can see from the e 1 , the discrimination of the SPC under method 1 is larger than that under other methods, which means the proposed variable weight strategy has a better performance than the combined weights. The curve trends of e 2 , e 3 , e 4 , e 5 also validate the superiority. Meanwhile, the proposed variable weight strategy does not need the ratio coefficients.
ii) As for the e 6 , the discrimination of method 1 is smaller than other methods. Because the influence of the antagonistic environment is stronger than that of the damaged UAV, so the discrimination between the strong antagonism without damaged UAV environment E 2 and the strong antagonism with damaged UAV environment E 4 should not be prominent, which could also be proved by the relative sizes of e 3 and e 5 , i.e. the former one is larger than the latter one (the influence of strength of antagonism is larger than that of damaged UAV).
V. CONCLUSION
In this study, UAV swarm cooperative SPC is analyzed, the consensus evaluation indices are established and evaluation method based on three-parameter interval number and HM operators is designed. The evaluation indices are established from six aspects based on IQ evaluation theory and the characteristics of swarm cooperative engagement. The proposed evaluation method contains three main innovations: 1) the construction of the evaluation index value in the form of three-parameter interval number; 2) the variable weight strategy; 3) the TPINWHM operator.
The simulation results show that the proposed method can effectively deal with the uncertainty of the multi-time situation information and is suitable for the characteristics of the UAV swarm cooperative engagement. The HM operator can effectively deal with the correlations among evaluation indices. Compared with the evaluation method based on combined weights, the proposed method based on variable weight has a better performance in the discrimination. This work will help to the study of the UAV swarm cooperative engagement and the optimization design of UAV swarm cooperative system. However, the HM operators studied in this paper consider the correlations among the evaluation indices is not meticulously enough, e.g. some indicators are correlated whereas others are uncorrelated. The further study of the correlations among the evaluation indices based on the specific swarm mission will be investigated with novel operators, such as partitioned HM operators [28] . The reasonable setting of the parameters will also be studied.
Moreover, the application in actual battlefield environment is worthy studying deeply. In this paper, the proposed method is applied in simulation environment, where the ground truth of enemy targets is known. However, the actual situation information of enemy targets is unknown or partially unknown, the approximate computation of targets' ground truth and the choice of evaluation indices should be further concerned.
